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History of the Township’s Commerc ial Design Standards
Several years ago, Franklin Township commissioned a study by Rutgers University to evaluate
the amount of retail development in the Township in comparison to established standards. That
study found that the Township had about 50% of the retail square footage that would be
expected for a community of our size.
As a result of the study, the Township deliberated on an appropriate area to permit additional
retail and eventually created the Retail District Overlay (RDO) zone along a portion of the
Elizabeth Avenue corridor. This area was chosen due to its adjacency to large employment areas
and the recent and substantial increase in population in that area of the Town.
However, due to the close proximity of this area to various residential uses and based upon the
desire to maintain the character of the Elizabeth Avenue corridor, the Township imposed
detailed design standards within the RDO zone (effective 3/20/06).
Soon after adoption of that ordinance, the Planning Board started to receive development
applications for a number of retail developments with the RDO zone. The first two such
developments were the “Turtlebrook” application (now known as, referred to herein as,
“Franklin Commons”) and the “Schoolhouse Crossing” development, both located at the
intersection of Elizabeth Avenue/ Schoolhouse Road. Both of these developments have been
constructed. As demonstrated below, based on the Planning Board’s insistence, both have
successfully incorporated the Township’s commercial design standards.
Subsequent to those approvals, the Planning Board reviewed and approved a number of
additional development applications for retail projects in the RDO zone including: Somerset
Elizabeth II (which includes a 48,060 square foot retail building and a 3,950 square foot bank);
Greeley Street Realty (a 7,076 retail building); and, Ambani Realty (which proposes the adaptive
reuse of an existing warehouse building into a retail building of 55,252 square feet). As a
requirement of the Planning Board’s approval, each project was required to incorporate the
requirements of the commercial design standards to the greatest degree practicable.
As a result of the Planning Board’s success in implementing the requirements of the RDO zone’s
design standards and based upon the collective opinion that the standards were effective at
creating highly attractive and functional commercial development, the Township adopted
Ordinance No. 3737 (effective 3/3/08) which made the design standards applicable to all
commercial development throughout the Township (not only within the RDO zone). This
ordinance can be found in our Land Development Ordinance under Article XXVIA, Commercial
Design Standards (http://www.ecode360.com/ecode3-back/getSimple.jsp?guid=6276571).

Subsequent to this ordinance, both the Planning Board and Zoning Board of Adjustment have
successfully required the incorporation of the Township’s commercial design standards in a
number of approved commercial projects in the Township, as described below.

Summary of Comme rc ial Design Standards
Following is an overview of the Township’s Commercial Design Standards.
General Objectives & Goals:


Minimize generic and corporate images, but instead express the architectural elements and
forms that best express the values and heritage of the community





Minimize the dominance of parking surfaces and structures
Use green space to soften parking lots
Invite pedestrian access




Encourage selection of appropriate vegetation and landscaping materials
Promote safe ingress and egress

Desired Key design elements:



Coordination of architectural elements within the site
Avoidance of strong theme-based architectural styles associated with some chain commercial
developments





Landscaped and screened parking
Significant landscape and hardscape elements
Building locations which provide pedestrian courtyards and common gathering area with
coordinated site furniture and lighting




Visual compatibility with development on adjacent sites
Building forms and massing with significant wall articulation




Avoidance of visible outdoor storage, loading and equipment areas
Avoidance of signage which is redundant or out of scale with building architecture

Selected Design Standards
Site Layout and Building Orientation


Buildings or portions of buildings should be oriented on a site to create a strong relationship
to adjacent structures, providing visual continuity and compatibility within the overall
development.



Linear development is discouraged. However, if it is unavoidable, the development should
incorporate design elements that significantly mitigate the linear effect.




Parking setbacks from all streets should allow for adequate visual buffering or screening.
Surrounding buildings or wrapping the project perimeter with parking lots, especially along
the street front is strongly discouraged.




Provide strong pedestrian connections to buildings
One or more focal points should be provided within larger scale developments.

Architectural Design


Multiple buildings within a development must maintain a consistent style/architectural
theme.



Standard franchise design elements or corporate architectural design plans for buildings and
signs should be modified where necessary to conform to these guidelines to ensure that such
elements are unobtrusive and secondary to the overall architectural design.



Create commercial developments with a contrast in massing, ensure compatibility with
surrounding developments to emphasize important corners and designate points of entry.





Avoid the box-like, bulky appearance of commercial buildings.
Use varied materials, textures and/or colors, or provide visual breaks.
Building elevations must consider the character of the surrounding architecture and
neighborhood, and incorporate design elements to further enhance community character.
Linear “strip” development, where unavoidable, must incorporate variation in building
height, building mass, roof forms and changes in wall planes in the architectural design to
mitigate the linear effect.





Entrances into buildings should be easily identified through the use of building design and
detailing by incorporating projected or recessed entryways, higher rooflines and changes in
building material or color.



Use materials that complement existing buildings when freestanding walls are used to
provide security, screening and privacy.



Color schemes must tie building elements together, relate separate buildings within the same
development to each other, and must be used to enhance the architectural form of a building.

Site Access and Circulation




Pedestrian circulation must be provided along the site perimeter and from the perimeter of
the site to and between all buildings and all internal sidewalk areas.
A pedestrian network that offers clear circulation paths from the parking areas to building
entries must be provided.
Bikeways and pedestrian walkways should be separated and buffered from external and
internal automobile circulation within parking lots.



Internal pedestrian walkways within a parking lot or drive area must be distinguished from
the driving surface by use of pavers, bricks, integrally colored, scored concrete, or other
acceptable methods.



Access points should provide continuous connections between adjacent nonresidential
development parcels.



Common or shared service and delivery access should be provided between adjacent parcels
and/or buildings.



Bicycle parking is required.

Site Amenities


Site amenities and pedestrian-scale features are required. Such feature may include: a patio
or plaza with seating area; mini-parks, squares, or greens; water feature; clock tower; public
art; and/or other similar, deliberately shaped area and/or focal feature that in the Board’s
judgment adequately enhances the development and serves as a gathering place.




Site amenities should be located close to and provide convenient access to the building on
site in order to encourage frequent use.
Such areas must be functional and must not appear as left-over spaces.



Visual consistency of benches, waste receptacles, planters, railings and bollards is required.

Landscape Design


Landscaping should be used to break up the mass of commercial buildings, soften
architectural materials, provide screening of service structures and loading areas, and define
building and parking area entrances.



Use parking lot landscaping to minimize the expansive appearance of parking lots and
provide shaded parking areas.




Provide trees and other landscape screening to shield large parking areas from adjacent lots.
Large parking lots are encouraged to provide landscaped islands and walkways, which help
to break up the visual expanse of blacktop and encourage safe pedestrian travel areas.



Provide an attractive, shaded environment along street edges and screen view of parking lots
from the street through use of a low continuous landscaped hedge and/or a low decorative
masonry wall in combination with landscaping.

Service, Delivery and Storage Areas


Locate loading docks, outside storage, and service areas in areas of low visibility such as at
the side, rear (non-street side of buildings).



Loading docks, truck parking, outdoor storage, trash collection , trash compaction, and other
service functions must be incorporated into the overall design of the building and

landscaping so that the visual and acoustic impacts of these functions are fully contained and
out of view from adjacent properties and public streets.


Screening materials must be the same as, or of equal quality to, the materials used for the
primary building and landscaping.



All mechanical equipment, whether on the roof, sides of the building, or mounted on the
ground, should be screened from public view. Screening should be architecturally integrated
with the building through materials, color, texture, shape, size, and with design features, such
as facade parapets. Mechanical/utility screening must be an integral part of the building
structure and architecture and not give the appearance of being “tacked on” to the exterior
surfaces.

Lighting



Exterior light fixtures should be compatible and relate to the architectural character of the
buildings on a site.
Site lighting should be provided at the minimum level to accommodate safe pedestrian and
vehicle movements, without causing any off-site glare.

Sign Design



Signage must be subservient to the overall design and impression of the architecture.
Signs should be consistent with overall project design but should be subordinate to
architectural and landscape elements.

Implementation of the Township’s Commercial Design Standards by the Township
Planning Board and Zoning Board of Adjustment
Often municipalities adopt plans and ordinances only to have them be ignored. Such is not the
case with Franklin Township’s Commercial Design Standards.
Both the Township’s Planning Board and Zoning Board of Adjustment have demonstrated a
steadfast commitment to require that commercial development within the Township comply
with the Township’s Commercial Design Standards. This commitment is demonstrated in the
quality of the commercial site plans approved by both Boards within the last few years.
Evidence of the Planning Board’s effective implementation of the design standards is specifically
demonstrated in the “Franklin Commons” and the “Schoolhouse Crossing” developments. Recent
photographs of these developments are provided below and a color-rendered site plan of the
“Franklin Commons” development is provided as well.

The “Franklin Commons” development consists of a CVS pharmacy, a Chase bank, two 10,800
square foot retail buildings, and a 21,600 square foot office building. It is reflected on pages 1014 (top photo).
The “Schoolhouse Crossing” development consists of a Rite Aid pharmacy, a New Millennium
Bank and a Dunkin Donuts with drive-thru. It is reflected on pages 14 (bottom photo) through
page 20. A color-rendered site plan of the “Schoolhouse Crossing” development is provided as
well.
Evidence of the Zoning Board of Adjustment’s effective implementation of the design standards
is specifically demonstrated in a development known as “Franklin Center” (approved as “1340
Hamilton Street”) which involves the proposed construction of a 20,610 square foot retail
building and a 3,012 square foot bank at the intersection of Hamilton Street and Veronica
Avenue.
The effective implementation of the design standards for these projects is demonstrated on the
photos and exhibits below. Most notably:


One or more focal points are provided within each development. Most notable is the “clock
tower plaza” in the “Franklin Commons” development.



In each development, different buildings within the development maintain a consistent
style/architectural theme and standard franchise design elements have been modified to
conform to the standards. As also required, color schemes and building materials tie building
elements together and relate separate buildings within the same development to each other.
Most notable is the “Franklin Commons” development wherein: (1) the two retail buildings
and the office building have been highly-coordinated; and (2) the consistent use of building
materials relate the CVS pharmacy and Chase bank buildings to one another (note the
consistency of the brick, stone watertable, window design, asphalt shingle, and other
architectural details). Also notable is the “Schoolhouse Crossing” development wherein the
consistent use of building materials on all three buildings effectively relates all three
buildings to one another.




In each development, varied materials, textures and/or colors are used.
In each development, entrances into buildings are easily identified through the use of
building design and detailing by incorporating projected or recessed entryways, higher
rooflines and/or changes in building material or color.
In each development, pedestrian circulation is provided along the site perimeter and from
the perimeter of the site to and between all buildings and all internal sidewalk areas.





In each development, internal pedestrian walkways within a parking lot or drive area are
distinguished from the driving surface by use of pavers, bricks, integrally colored, or scored
concrete.




In each development, access points are minimized.
Bicycle parking has been required in each development.



Required site amenities and pedestrian-scale features have been required in each
development. All such features have been properly located (not in left-over spaces).
Visual consistency of benches, waste receptacles, planters, railings and bollards has been
required of each development.
As required, landscaping has been should be used to screen view of parking areas from the
street, break up the mass of commercial buildings, provide screening of service structures
and loading areas, and define building and parking area entrances. Most notable is the
perimeter parking lot screening for each development. In both the “Franklin Commons” and
“Schoolhouse Crossings” developments, earthern berming and landscaping has been
employed to screen views of the parking lots. In the “Franklin Center” development, based
upon Board concerns, the applicant hired a prominent landscape architect to design an
effective and attractive buffering plan that centers on the preservation of existing trees to be
supplemented by new landscaping.
In each development, loading areas and trash enclosures have been located to the greatest
degree practicable in areas of low visibility. Further, such areas have been effectively
screened. Most notable are the trash enclosures in the “Franklin Commons” and “Schoolhouse
Crossings” developments, which were required to match the architecture of the buildings.
Exterior light fixtures have been required to be compatible and relate to the architectural
character of the buildings on a site. Most notable are the parking lot and building-mounted
lights in the “Franklin Commons” and “Schoolhouse Crossings” developments.











In each development, site lighting has been required to be minimum level necessary to
accommodate safe pedestrian and vehicle movements, without causing any off-site glare.
In each development, signage has been required to be consistent with overall project design
and subordinate to architectural and landscape elements.

Both the Planning Board and Zoning Board of Adjustment have demonstrated a steadfast
commitment to require that commercial development within the Township comply with the
Township’s Commercial Design Standards and have demonstrated an effective and consistent
implementation of these standards.

Digital Photos and Exhibits

